N. 6
Figure richieste: Bus Drivers

Paese: Italia - Sardegna

Descrizione: A prestigious coach company, is seeking for professional, experienced and enthusiastic
candidates to be part of its successful team. D-DE + CQC driving license is required, to do daily tours /
transfers, scheduled and tourist services. The ideal candidate will drive vehicles for the transport of people
(touring buses, minibuses) through the Sardinian regional territory. Among others, specific tasks could be the
following: transport passengers according to routes and pre-established road maps; Check the assigned
routes and vehicle conditions before departure; Park in designated areas to pick up and drop off passengers;
Carry passengers through predetermined routes; Ask passengers for fare, if necessary; Record the number
of passengers and tickets issued; Manage, report and evaluate any accidents or emergencies, Assist
passengers with their luggage, Answer passengers’ questions.
Identificazione richiesta: CPINU2019_01
Titolo di studio: Not required
Tipo di contratto: The company offers a temporary seasonal contract, full-time, rotating shifts for night and
holiday, € 1.300,00 net monthly salary, plus additional hours, can be provided assistance in finding initial
accommodation.
Requisiti: The suitable candidate is positive, punctual, serious and available, with good knowledge of Italian
language (lev.B1), English and French knowledge and previous work experience in the same role/ sector will
be a plus. Good communication skills, excellent attitude to customer relations, well-groomed appearance,
drive vehicles in a safe and lawful manner, taking into account weather and traffic conditions, availability for
flexible working hours are required to complete the professional profile.
Modalità di candidatura: to apply for this job, please send an updated CV, in Italian, by mail to:
gbonamici@aspalsardegna.it, indicating the job reference “CPINU2019_01" in the object of your mail.
Interviews will be held through Skype. The estimated start date is 01.06.2019.
The deadline of this vacancy is purely approximately as the company could close the recruitment
beforehand.
Deadline: 20/05/2019

N. 2
Figure richieste: Rental car/minibus Driver

Paese: Italia - Sardegna
Descrizione: A prestigious coach company, is seeking for 2 Rental car/minibus Drivers with B-KB driving
license and enrollment in local Chamber of Commerce, to do daily tours / transfers, scheduled and tourist
services by cars and minibuses up to 9 seats. The ideal candidate will drive vehicles for transporting people
(cars and minibuses) across the Sardinian regional territory. Among others, specific tasks could be the
following: transport passengers, according to routes and pre-established road maps; respect the road
regulations; ensure the safety of passengers, Check the assigned routes and vehicle conditions before
departure, Park in designated areas to pick up and drop off passengers, Carry passengers through
predetermined routes.
Identificazione richiesta: CPINU2019_02

Titolo di studio: Not required
Tipo di contratto: The company offers a temporary seasonal contract, full-time, rotating shifts for night and
holiday, € 1.300,00 net monthly salary, plus additional hours, can be provided assistance in finding initial
accommodation and required administrative procedures.
Requisiti: The suitable candidate is positive, punctual, serious and available, with good knowledge of Italian
language (B1), English and French knowledge and previous work experience in the same role/ sector will be
a plus. Good communication skills, excellent attitude to customer relations, well-groomed appearance, drive
vehicles in a safe and lawful manner, taking into account weather and traffic conditions, availability for
flexible working hours are required to complete the professional profile.
Modalità di candidatura: to apply for this job, please send an updated CV, in Italian, by mail to:
gbonamici@aspalsardegna.it, indicating the job reference “CPINU2019_02" in the object of your mail.
Interviews will be held through Skype. The estimated start date is 01.06.2019.
The deadline of this vacancy is purely approximately as the company could close the recruitment
beforehand.
Deadline: 20/05/2019
N°1
Figure richieste: Mechatronic
Paese: Italia - Sardegna
Descrizione: A prestigious coach company is recruiting a Mechatronic to be part of its team. Previous
experience (min. 2 years) in the same role is an advantage. The ideal candidate should be in charge of
diagnostics, mechanical repair, electronics and periodic maintenance of the company's motor vehicle fleet
using electronic and IT equipment for functionality/efficiency of the various parts. The main tasks will include
diagnosis and repair mechanical, electrical / electronic vehicle faults, according to the assigned duties, and
in particular: fault diagnosis, maintenance, component replacement / assembly, scheduled maintenance
coupons.
Identificazione richiesta: CPINU2019_03
Titolo di studio: Higher technical education or professional mechanical training/apprenticeship desirable
Tipo di contratto: The company offers: permanent contract, full-time, € 1.300,00 net monthly salary, plus
additional hours, can be provided assistance in finding initial accommodation.
Requisiti: good knowledge of Italian language (lev. B1) , higher technical education or professional
mechanical training/apprenticeship desirable, Analytical and problem-solving skills, Good interpersonal skills
to deal with superiors and colleagues, availability and flexibility, Driving License D is an advantage , Good
knowledge of the main IT systems (e.g. mechatronics and machine diagnostics).
Modalità di candidatura: to apply for this job, please send an updated CV, in Italian, by mail to:
gbonamici@aspalsardegna.it, indicating the job reference “CPINU2019_03" in the object of your mail.
Interviews will be held through Skype. The estimated start date is 01.06.2019.
The deadline of this vacancy is purely approximately as the company could close the recruitment
beforehand.
Deadline: Not specified

